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The Optical and Quantum Communications group specializes in utilizing 

the quantum properties of light to improve information technologies, 

with a focus on communications, imaging, and computation. 
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Quantum Illumination Computational Ghost Imaging 
Entangled light improves target detection through high noise and loss 

- experimentally demonstrated when 1% of signal returns, noise 100x stronger than signal 
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creating entanglement: 
Entangled photons are created 

together and share more information 
than any two classical photons can.  

traditional target detection: 
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In lossy, noisy environment, the error rate 
can be very high. 

target detection using entanglement: 
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One entangled photon is sent to the target 
region while the other is sent directly (without 

noise or loss) to the receiver. 

A quantum mechanical  joint measurement 
allows us to distinguish between signal and 

noise photons – lowering the error rate 

Modify Crystal Properties for Ultra-Pure Quantum States 

Quantum State Engineering 

Enables Multi-Photon Quantum States for Quantum Technologies  

Quantum State Source: 

Laser shines onto a crystal 

that transforms the color 

1 laser photon  2 Quantum Entangled Photons 

Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM) for Optical 

Quantum Logic Gates 
Primary challenge for traditional optical quantum computing is implementing 
deterministic CNOT gate 
• Requires large conditional phase shift, shown to have poor fidelity 

Developed Principle Mode Projection method to perform XPM 
• Modeled interaction with atomic V-system, use many small phase shifts and projections to reduce error, get 

high fidelity gate 
PMP 
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XPM 

Exploring application of PMP to performing XPM in fiber when photons have 
different group velocities 

Theoretical development and 

analysis of protocols and 

systems is headed by Professor 

Jeffrey Shapiro. 

 

Experimental verification  

and exploration is overseen by 

Dr. Franco Wong.  
 

A close, synergetic collaboration 

between theory and experiments 

drives our work. 

Computational ghost imaging uses a spatial light modulator (SLM) to generate a sequence of pseudo-
random patterns that illuminate a target. The returns are measured by a single pixel “bucket” detector. 
Image formed by correlation with computed reference. Yields speckled, slow, and noisy reconstruction. 

SLM Pattern On-target pattern 

Using graphical modeling to develop an algorithm that improves estimation of the intensity reflection of target 
 Incorporate approximate message passing to handle dense on-target illumination patterns 
 Use multiple sensors to get independent “looks” at the speckled target 
 Use sparsifying prior in discrete wavelet transform basis to perform sensing compressively 

High Dimensional Quantum Key 

Distribution 
Utilize time-energy entanglement to perform multilevel encoding of information in 
a continuous variable of a photon 

 Large number of quantum bits per photon 

 High bit rate quantum key distribution (QKD) 

 

Time-energy entanglement-based QKD 

T 

t 1 pair photon coincidence 

T = measurement time frame 
t = biphoton correlation time 
Nmax = T/t = maximum # of time bins in one time frame T 
 
 Example: T = 10 ns, t = 1 ps, Nmax = 104 (~13 bits/photon-pair) 
   1 detected photon pair per 10 ns => 108 detected pairs/s 
   Potential raw key rates = 1.3 Gbps 
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Achieving 10 bits/photon and 5 bits/sec-Hz requires 189 spatial modes at the ultimate 
quantum limit, but 4500 spatial modes with current technologies.  In real systems, 
atmospheric turbulence is present, and causes: 

 Crosstalk between modes that are orthogonal in vacuum 

 Power-transfer eigenvalues to be randomized 

Can we achieve our requirements? Yes, provided that we bound the degree of crosstalk 
between spatial modes, and get statistics for the stochastic eigenvalues. 

High-Efficiency Free-Space Optical 

Communication 
Want to improve open-air optical communication efficiency by improving both 

 photon efficiency (PE) – bits of information per transmitted photon 

 spectral efficiency (SE) – rate of information per Hz of bandwidth 

Unfortunately, high PE and SE conflict, as increasing one means decreasing the other. 
Solution: Use multiple spatial modes 

Sources of Polarization-Entangled Light 
High-quality source of single-mode fiber-coupled polarization-entangled photon pairs  
 Based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion process in a bi-directionally pumped crystal inside 

a polarization Sagnac interferometer at communication wavelength (1.56 um)  
 A two-photon quantum interference visibility of 97.1% was measured 
 

Linear Mach-Zehnder source at 810 nm was built for the Interdisciplinary Quantum Information 
Science and Engineering (iQuISE) teaching laboratory, 
 Students observe fundamental quantum phenomena such as the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) dip, the 

collapse of a Bell state due to measurement, or the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality 
violation in a single experimental setup 

 An HOM dip with a two-photon quantum interference visibility of more than 80% was demonstrated.  


